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process ventilation systems of all
types. We also provide field servicing,

Tradition inspires a sense
of pride...but greatness
comes from vision.

demolition and installation services
of industrial ventilation equipment
such as fans, baghouses, cyclones,
mist collectors, thermal oxidizers,
fiber bed filters, ductwork ventilation
systems and acoustical enclosures.
Located in Nashville, TN, we are
centrally positioned to a majority of
the markets in the United States.

For three generations the McDougalls
have created a family within our company
in which experience is nurtured, employees
are invested in and vision is honored.
The result is over 70 years of pioneering
products, services and solutions within our
industries…and our work speaks for itself.

We believe in building relationships. We look
at our customers as friends and protect
those relationships as such. Whether we’re
designing a solution, fabricating a system
or simply giving advice and brainstorming
with our customers, our number one goal is
to make their jobs easier. From preliminary
design to final acceptance and beyond, our
customers can depend on us to handle
every aspect of their project and be available
in the future as their needs grow. We’ve
been here for over 70 years and we’re not
going anywhere.
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Frank Stallwood
President, EJCON Corp.

Environmental & Industrial Ventilation Industry

Treating Each Job as Our
First & Only Project

Our state-of-the-art 100,000 square foot facility in Nashville, TN allows us
to fabricate with virtually no size, access or equipment limitations. Using
the most up-to-date applications and equipment, our team is committed to
meeting your challenges and exceeding your expectations. In addition to
design and fabrication of new and retrofit industrial ventilation systems,
we also specialize in scheduled shutdown work and emergency situations.
Much of our business is from repeat customers and that is no accident quality, safety, efficiency and service are our top priorities and we approach
each project with the enthusiasm and commitment to excellence as if it were
our first and only project.

Dust Collectors

|

Mist Eliminators

|

RTOs

|

Electrostatic Precipitators

|

Recuperators

|

Equipment Cooling

|

Ductwork

|

Boiler Breeching

|

Hoods

Glass Furnace Industry
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Walter C. Bowe
President & CEO – Lilja Corp.

Furnace Rebuilds | Lehr System Cooling & Exhaust | Annealing | Acoustical Booths | Emergency Maintenance | Ventilators | Cullet Transfer | Access & Safety | Melter

Industrial Processing & Manufacturing Industry

Helping Build the Infrastructure of
America...Then and Now

As one of the country’s leading industrial metal contractors, we have
been involved in building America’s infrastructure since 1938. Factories,
manufacturing facilities, industrial processing companies, research facilities,
military bases, hospitals, office buildings, schools and more have benefitted
from our unique combination of innovative, cutting-edge processes
and traditional philosophy of building lasting relationships. We continue
that tradition today and take pride in helping rebuild our country’s
current infrastructure.

Chemical Processing & Food Grade Exhaust Hoods, Duct & Stacks | Dust, Mist & Fume Collection | Enclosures | Steel (Supports, Frames, etc) | Insulation Trays | Partitions

Specialty Fabrications Industry

Limitless Customization Opportunities

Basically nothing in the modern industrial market is standard – with
companies diversifying through expansions, customization is imperative.
Through the entire planning, budgeting, design, fabrication and installation
process we are a custom industrial solutions provider. With the highest
quality and most experienced fabrication and installation teams we
recognize each customer’s unique requirements and the need for
precision, efficiency and accuracy.

Ta n k s

|

M a r i n e Ve s s e l s

|

Access Doors

|

Platforms

|

Handrails

|

Ladders

|

Stairs

|

Dampers

|

Guards & Shields

|

Louvers

Automotive Industry

Tradition Meets Vision

While new ideas and innovation are at the forefront of our design and
fabrication philosophy, our number one priority still remains building lasting
relationships. We have been honored to earn the trust of our customers
over the years, many of whom are the largest and most successful auto
manufacturers in the world, as they continue to place their trust in our
knowledge, quality and commitment to excellence.

Paint Booths

|

Incinerators

|

Air Supply Houses

|

Ovens

|

Heater Boxes

|

E-Coat Systems

|

Monopanels & Bents

|

Sludge Sluiceways

SpecialtyHandling
Material
Fabrications
Industry
Industry

Precision & Efficiency Understood

In order to maintain precision and efficiency in our own shop, our processes
are very organized and detailed - we understand the need for the same with
our customers. We’ve worked with some of the brightest and most inventive
material handling designers to bring their ideas and designs to life. After all,
the design is only as good as it performs in the real world…and it’s our job
to get it there.

Chutes & Troughs | Batch Bins | Weight Hoppers | Screw & Drag Conveyors | Conveyor Enclosures | Material Handling Trailers, Carts, Racks & Containers

High Definition Scanning

Some of the benefits of utilizing
this process include:

Getting the Job Done Right...
the First Time

Accuracy—With a single
measurement distance accuracy
of up to 4mm the scanner allows
our engineering team to see the

As one of the only industrial contractors and fabricators who use high
definition scanning as part of the design process, we can save customers

structure at any angle, down to
the most intricate details.

time and money by creating a working 3D electronic model of your current

Time—Because the scanner

structure in order to design a system, either new or retrofit. Utilizing the

operator can customize the

Leica Geosystems ScanStation and Cyclone technology, our engineering
team can quickly make extremely detailed and precise models of structures
onsite capturing up to 50,000 points of reference per second. These dense

scan in the field, we get the
measurements done quickly and
correctly the first time.

“point clouds” make up the 3D solid models which are then imported into

Safety—With a maximum

our engineering applications.

distance range of 300m and a full
field-of-view feature, the scanner
allows the capture of data
overhead, vertical, horizontal and
sub-level from safe and optimal
distances / locations.

Design + Build

Turning Ideas Into Lasting Solutions

Good design is a custom-fitted solution that combines function and long-term
value. We don’t sell products and services, we provide solutions from the
initial planning and design through the fabrication and installation. With a
highly experienced design and fabrication team our turnkey solutions provide
our customers with a seamless project, saving time and money. It’s our 70+
years of successful experience in the industrial industry that has made us a
trusted resource for our customers with design + build needs.

FACILITY DATA	SIZE/QUANTITY

Fabrication Shop
Office/Support Space
Paint Shop
Clear Span Bays
Cranes
15 to 30 Ton
Overhead Cranes
16 ft. x 16 ft. drive
through doors
CNC Turrett Machine
Plasma Table
Press Brakes
Rollers
Shears
In-House Welding
Machines
Fork Lifts
Man Lifts
Barge Shipment Capabilities

100,000 sq. ft.
22,750 sq. ft.
3,000 sq. ft.
98 ft. wide
24 ft. hook height
3
6
1
2
4
4
3
60
6
4
Yes

3731 Amy Lynn Drive | Nashville, TN 37218
Phone 615-321-3900 | Fax 615-329-9069
www.jwmcd.com

